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Great bargains at Second
Hand Tenerife Las Chafiras

Pharmacist Esther and hostelry
specialist Anja arrived in Tenerife five years ago with just
a little luggage, took over the
auction house in Los Abrigos at
the beginning of 2016, and in
2018 expanded to larger premises in Las Chafiras.
In the new, 500m2 shop you
will find a wide range of furniture, household appliances,
utensils, and accessories of all
kinds at reasonable prices. Do
you need, for example, a bed,
sofa, dining table, patio furniture or a whole apartment
furnishing? Or maybe you have
quality second-hand goods to
offer? Then simply pop down

to the wonderful showroom at
Las Chafiras.
The charming German owners will always be happy to
advise you, and in a range of
languages - English, Spanish,
French and German. Patricia,
the likewise multi-linguist Italian, and Soren the all-rounder
complete the team.
Esther and Anja have known
each other for many years and
the women already have experience of doing business together
in Germany. Their love for the
island persuaded them to settle
with their families here after
many yearly visits to Tenerife.
Obviously a good move for all

concerned, the pair now has
the loyalty of many customers, and their stringent work
practices and regular updating
of stock mean that there are
plenty of new offers and inspiration for your life on Tenerife
at all times.
If you do have something to
offer for sale, these items will
be evaluated correctly and payment made in cash, whether
it’s a single piece or a complete household. In the case of
changes of ownership, inheritance and brokerage, the business can also offer complete
residential / household solutions on a fixed date. Besides

FAKE POLICEMAN IN PUERTO DE LA CRUZ

Invasion of privacy
The National Police have
arrested a 23-year-old man in
Puerto de La Cruz who spied on
several women in their private
environment, gained access to
their social networks, and published suggestive photos and sex
videos on the social networks.
He also tried to control the
women and put them under
mental pressure. The man
admitted to pretending to be

Social networks are increasingly
becoming the scene of criminal
activity

a Local Police officer while
he was getting to know the
women. The police badge with
which he identified himself was
seized by the real National
Police when he was arrested
in his apartment.
He had started relationships
with several women who had
nothing to do with each other
and he even lived with some
of them for a while. He gained

seppl’s Bäckerei German Bakery
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Monday-Friday:
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Your German master baker in the usual quality.
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Calle Pizarro 6 · Guargacho (South Tenerife) · Tel. 922 786 110

delivery options there is a reliable pick-up service which can
also be arranged immediately
before your move.
Esther and Anja want to do more
than just earn their living with
the business, however; they also
want to play their part in counteracting the waste that goes on
in the world. Simply put, by buying and selling well-preserved
furniture and household appliances, everyone can contribute
to a more CO2-neutral lifestyle.
Evidently, more and more people
are beginning to understand this
and the market for good quality
second hand goods is improving
appropriately. You will be pleasantly surprised at what you can
find at the Las Chafiras Second
Hand Shop. It’s a bargain hunter’s paradise!
n

Second-Hand
Tenerife
Las Chafiras, Calle
Tilena 19
Tel. +34 922 749 664
WhatsApp
+34 649 574 851
E-mail: secondhand
teneriffa@yahoo.com
Facebook: Las Chafiras
Second Hand
Opening times:
Monday to Friday, 10am
to 5pm
Saturday 10am to 2pm

access to their mobile phones
and social networks and spied
on them. Once he had their
passwords, he linked the women's social network accounts
to his own so that he could
access them via his own
mobile. He used this access
to share intimate photos and
sex videos with other women's
contacts that he had secretly
taken note of during their time
together and used his knowledge to snub and control the
women, one of whom filed a
complaint because she suspected that her ex was spying
on her and revealing private
information about her.
The investigation revealed that
there were probably other victims of this man and some have
already been found. Investigators currently do not rule out
finding more women who have
fallen victim to the man. The
suspect now has to answer for
theft, abuse of public office and
disclosure of secrets.
n

Searches for people missing at sea are carried out from the air
and on the water

MISFORTUNE AT SEA

Boatman missing
after fire
The captain of the Orca leisure boat is still missing after
disappearing under strange circumstances.
The 50-year-old boat owner is a foreign resident living on
Lanzarote. His girlfriend confirmed that the man set sail
on his own from Rubicón harbour at 7.30am on the morning of the incident.
Around two hours later, rescue services received a call
saying a fire had broke out on the boat, which was stationed about one and a half nautical miles west of the
Pechiguera lighthouse.
The emergency team was able to locate the vessel and
extinguish the fire, but there was no trace of the captain
except his wallet, which was found floating in the water
close to the boat.
Despite divers and teams on the Helimer 202 helicopter
and the Al Nair sea rescue ship continuing to search, to
date no further evidence has been discovered.
n

XV WORLD TOURISM
ORGANISATION AWARDS

Tenerife reaches
final round
The policy issued by the Tenerife Tourist Board for the
observation of whales and dolphins has been selected by
the World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO), for the final
round of the organisation’s XV Awards.
Prizes are awarded to projects that encourage sustainable
tourism, in the categories of public policy, enterprise and
non-governmental/charity projects.
A total of 190 initiatives from 71 countries were submitted, with the Tenerife guidelines having been selected as
one of the three finalists in the Public Policy and Governance category. Tenerife will compete against the Tourism
and Peace programme in Colombia, and the Love San
Sebastián project from the north of the Peninsula.
The guidelines to be followed by whale and dolphin excursion operators include respectful approach towards animals,
minimal noise pollution, no use of disposable plastic on
board, waste separation, collection of waste from the sea,
use of local products, on-board environmental education and
participation in research projects. Around 800,000 holidaymakers use the whale and dolphin watching service on
Tenerife every year. Winners will be announced soon. n

